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The Box-Cox transformation technique: a review
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Sokoine University of Agriculture,Departmentof Crop Science and Production,
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Abstract. Box & Cox (1964) proposed a parametric power transformation technique in order to reduce
anomalies such as non-additivity, non-normality and heteroscedasticity. Although the transformation has been
extensively studied, no bibliography of the published research exists at present. An attempt is made here to
review the work relating to this transformation.

1 Introduction
Many important results in statistical analysis follow from the assumption that the
population being sampled or investigated is normally distributed with a common variance
and additive errror structure. When the relevant theoretical assumptions relating to a
selected method of analysis are approximately satisfied, the usual procedures can be
applied in order to make inferences about unknown parameters of interest. In situations
where the assumptions are seriously violated several options are available (see Graybill,
1976, p. 213).
(i) Ignore the violation of the assumptions and proceed with the analysis as if all
assumptions are satisfied.
(ii) Decide what is the correct assumption in place of the one that is violated and use a
valid procedure that takes into account the new assumption.
(iii) Design a new model that has important aspects of the original model and satisfies
all the assumptions,e.g. by applying a proper transformationto the data or filtering
out some suspect data point which may be considered outlying.
(iv) Use a distribution-free procedure that is valid even if various assumptions are
violated.
Most researchers, however, have opted for (iii) which has attracted much attention as
documented by Thoeni (1967) and Hoyle (1973) among others. In this paper the
parametric power transformation proposed by Box & Cox (1964) is reviewed in the
context of model simplification as well as that of finding a metric in which the theoretical
assumptions made in an analysis are more nearly satisfied.

2 The Box-Cox transformationand some alternative versions
Tukey (1957) introduced a family of power transformations such that the transformed
values are a monotonic function of the observations over some admissible range and
indexed by
y(A)=Yt
;
(tlog Yj;

i

=?

I()
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foryi> 0. However,thisfamilyhas beenmodifiedby Box & Cox (1964)to takeaccountof
the discontinuity at A=0, such that

t
{ logyi;

y

(2)

)A=0
and that for unknownA
Y (Y,(A)I y()II--y

() I=X0+8

whereX is a matrixof knownconstants,0 is a vectorof unknownparametersassociated
with the transformedvalues and s MVN (0, u2in) is a vector of randomerrors.The
transformationin equation(2) is valid only for yi > 0 and, therefore,modificationshave
had to be made for negative observations.Box & Cox proposed the shifted power
transformationwith the form
1 }/1;
f{(Yi+ 2)
A(A)
t =
(Yi+ A2);
109g

(3l ?
Al = 0

)

whereAl is the transformationparameterand A2 is chosen such that Yi> -2
Manly (1976) suggested another alternative which can be used with negative
observationsand whichis claimedto be effectiveat turningskewunimodaldistributions
into nearlysymmetricnormal-likedistributionsand is of the form
y( {(exp (AYi)- 1)/i;

;LA0

(4)

John & Draper (1980) introduced the so-called modulus transformationwhich is
consideredto normalizedistributionsalreadypossessingsome measureof approximate
symmetryand carriesthe form
y()) =

5sign(yj){(YI + 1) -11}/i;

A=A
0)

i =0
(sign(yi){log(lyil+ 1)};
Bickel& Doksum (1981)suggestedanothermodificationso that distributionsof y()
with unboundedsupportsuch as the normaldistributioncan be included.
For i >0, the extensionis

y( )- {IyjI`sign (yi)- 1}/2I

(6)

It is importantto note that the rangeof y(? in equations(1H3) and (5) is restricted
accordingto whetherAis positiveor negative.Thisimpliesthatthe transformedvaluesdo
not cover the entire range (- oo, + oo) and, hence, their distributionsare of bounded
support.Consequently,only approximatenormalityis to be expected.

3 Estimationof the transformation
parameter
Box & Cox (1964)proposedmaximumlikelihoodas well as Bayesianmethodsfor the
estimationof the parameterA.FurtherBayesianconsiderationshave also been outlined
by Pericchi (1981) and Sweeting(1984).Some robust adaptationsof the estimation
procedureshavebeenstudiedby Carroll(1980;1982a),Bickel& Doksum(1981),Carroll
and Ruppert(1985),Taylor (1983, 1985a,b, 1987)and Carroll& Ruppert(1987).The
extensionof the Box-Cox procedureto multivariatedata has beenproposedin Andrew
etal. (1971, 1973), Dunn & Tubbs (1980) and Beauchamp& Robson (1986). An
approximationfor the precisionof the maximumlikelihoodestimatehas beenpresented
by Draper& Cox (1969)with a subsequentcorrectionby Hinkley(1975).Cressie(1978)
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suggesteda simple graphicalprocedureto estimatethe transformationparameterby
utilizingthe principleof one degreeor freedomfor non-additivityin a two-waytable
without replicationwhile Hernandes & Johnson (1980) proposed to estimate the
transformationby minimizingthe Kullback-Leiblerinformationin examiningthe large
sample behaviourof transformationto normality.A more analyticalprocedureto
estimate the transformationparameterwhich simultaneouslycorrects for the nonadditivityand heterogeneityof residualshas been proposed by Hinkley (1985).The
approachis basedon likelihoodanalysisfor local deviationsfroma normaltheorylinear
model. A non-parametricestimator of the transformationbased on Kendall'srank
correlationwasproposedby Han (1987),and is foundto be moreconsistentand efficient
than the maximumlikelihoodestimator.The applicationof the Box-Cox techniqueto
simplerandomeffectsmodelswas suggestedby Solomon(1985)andhas beenextendedto
coverall mixedmodelsby Sakia(1988).ComputerprogramsforestimatingAaregivenby
Chang(1977a) with a modificationby Huang et al. (1978).
4 Hypothesistests and otherinferenceson the transformation
parameter
It is frequentlyof interestto test whetherthe estimateof the Box-Cox transformation
parameterconformsto a hypothesizedvalue. Box & Cox (1964)used the asymptotic
distributionof the likelihoodratioto testsomehypothesesaboutthe parameter.Andrews
(1971)furtherproposeda test for the value of the parameterwhose null distributionis
knownand whichis easierto calculate.Thistest was developedby ignoringthe Jacobian
of transformationwhose omission was later investigatedand, hence, incorporatedin
anothertest by Atkinson(1973)in whichthe powerof the threetests was also compared.
Testsderivedfromthe likelihoodwerefoundto be morepowerful.A robustcompetitorto
thesetestshasbeenproposedby Carroll(1980).Atkinson'sscorestatistichasbeenfurther
standardizedby Lawrance(1987a) and a simulatedcomparisonof the two tests indicate
that the standardizedstatistic has improvedstandardnormal behaviourrelative to
Atkinson'stest. Lawrance'sstatistichas been extendedto models whereresponseand
meanmay both be transformedby Hinkley(1988).Furthermore,as an alternativeto the
likelihood ratio confidenceinterval for testing hypothesesabout the transformation
parameter,Lawrance(1987b) has given an asymptoticallyjustifiableexpressionfor the
estimatedvarianceof i whichleadsto moreefficienthypothesistestson AthanAtkinson's
(1985,p. 100)whichis basedon a regressionanalogyfor constructedvariables.A more
recentimprovementof both Atkinson'stest and Lawrance'sstandardizedscorestatistic
has beenproposedby Wang(1987)and is said to give a moreaccurateapproximationto
the standardnormal.A simulatedcomparisonby Atkinsonand Lawrance(1989)of the
test statisticsconcludedthat,in general,Atkinson'stest is verysimilarto Lawrance'stest.
Theysuggested,however,thatthe smallsamplesusedin the studycouldhavemaskedthe
superiorityof Lawrance'stest as claimedearlier.WhileDraper& Cox (1969)haveshown
that the estimationof Ais fairlyrobustto non-normalityas long as the variablehas a
reasonably symmetric distribution, this may not -be the case when skewness is
encountered.Thus,Poirier(1978)investigatedthe effectof the transformationin limited
dependentvariables,i.e. variableswhichhave been possiblycensoredor truncatedthus
introducingsome skewness.The proceduremaximizesthe likelihoodfunction of the
truncatednormal distribution.Although the asymptoticpropertiesof the maximum
likelihoodestimatorsare known, little is known about their small sampleproperties.
Spitzer(1978)examinedthesmallsamplepropertiesof theparameterestimatesemploying
a Box-Cox transformation.
The procedurewas foundto be usefullyimplementedunder
the assumptionof approximatenormality.For forecastingpurposes,the forecastswere
unbiasedand their varianceswere remarkablylow. Bickel & Doksum (1981)studied
consistencypropertiesof the Box-Cox estimatesof the transformationparameterin the
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linear model as well as the asymptotic variances of these estimates. They found that in
linear regression models with small to moderate error variances, the asymptotic variances
of these parameters are much larger when the transformation parameteris unknown than
when it is known and in some unstructuredmodels the cost of not knowing Awas found to
be moderate to small. Moreover, they concluded that the performance of all Box-Cox
type procedures is unstable and highly dependent on the parameters of the model in
structuredmodels with small to moderate error variances.This statement has been refuted
by way of clarification by Box & Cox (1982). Also in response to the work of Bickel &
Doksum (1981), further discussions have been presented by Carroll & Ruppert (1981),
Carroll (1982a) and Hinkley & Runger (1984). Doksum & Wong (1983) have used
asymptotic and Monte Carlo methods to study the effect of estimation of parameters on
tests of hypotheses and concluded by asymptotic efficiencyresults that when the Box-Cox
transformation is used, tests used on transformed data have good power properties. It is
generally accepted therefore, that the standard methods for the normal theory linear
model are justifiable when applied to the transformed variable as if the transformation
parameter was known beforehand,i.e. not making an allowance for its estimation from the
data. An incorporation of the Box-Cox transformation in situations where the theoretical
considerations already provide a regression function has been examined by Wood (1984)
and Carroll & Ruppert (1984, 1988) by transformating simultaneously the response and
the theoretical model and, by a Monte Carlo study, concluded that for estimating the
model parameters there is little cost for not knowing the correct transformation a priori.
More recently, the subject of transforming theoretical or empirical models has been
examined by Ruppert et al. (1989) in fitting the Michaelis-Menten model, as well as its
error structure. Rudemo et al. (1989) applied the power transformation for the logistic
model in bioassay where it was found to perform well on the basis of the data set used. A
theoretical as well as a simulation comparison of the conditional and unconditional tests
of hypothesis after a Box-Cox power transformation in linear models with a single error
vector has been conducted by Wixley (1986). Unconditional likelihood ratio tests are
shown to have the more correct level.
5 Empirical determination of the functional form
It has been acknowledged in econometric studies that the determination of the functional
relationship that may exist between some variables of interest need not be based on a priori
economic rationale. The simplest procedure that has been accepted and successfully
applied is the Box-Cox transformation technique. In much of the research that has been
undertaken, the following functional form has been accepted as standard:
q

Y(A?)=

0+

E

fljx(.iA+ Ei

(7)

where y(iO)and x(iA are the transformed regressand and regressants, respectively, and Ei
represents the random errors. The presence of a model constant is a prerequisite to
preserving the scale invariance as indicated by Schlesselman (1971). Zarembka (1968)
considered the functional form in the demand for money as related to both real income
and interest rate with a common Awhile White (1972) estimated the liquidity trap with the
same restrictions on A. Heckman & Polacheck (1974) studied the relationship between
earning, schooling and experience with a generalized A whereas Kau & Lee (1976)
considered the functional form between population density and the distance from the
central business district with Al = 1. Khan & Ross (1977) determined the aggregate form of
the import demand equation with a common Aand Mills (1978) considered the functional
form for the UK for money. (for further comments, see also Oxley, 1982). Chang (1977 b,
1980) estimated the functional relationship for demand of meat in the USA with AO=?A,
which has also been discussed by Gemmil (1980). Spitzer (1976) considered the
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relationship between the demand for money and the liquidity trap with a generalized BoxCox parameter. An examination of the aggregate import demand equation by Boylan
et al. (1980) was constrained to a common A and a further examination by Boylan &
O'Muircheartaigh (1981) constrained A1=A3,=1=4A2 This was further generalized by
Boylan et al. (1982). Lin & Huang (1983) estimated the generalized functional form for the
yield trend of wheat, corn and soybean. Newman (1977) estimated the relationship
between the incidence of malaria and the mortality rate and concluded that the functional
specificiation obtained by using the Box-Cox procedure was superior to earlier
specifications. Some differentprocedures for estimating the transformation parameter in
normal errormodels have been examined by Spitzer (1982 a, b) which, although leading to
essentially the same estimates, differin terms of computational time. Poirier (1978) studied
some estimation methodology when the error terms are truncated normal. For some
discussion of the interpretation of estimated coefficientsin Box-Cox models, see Poirier &
Melino (1978), Huang & Kelingos (1979), Mallela (1980) and Huang & Grawe (1980).The
generalized Box-Cox transformation has also been applied to model price changes (e.g.
Milon et al., 1984) and demand and supply elasticities (Bessler et al., 1984). Soybean yield
functions have been examined by Miner (1982) and Davison et al. (1989) have modelled
US soybean export. They concluded that the transformation provides approximately
normally distributed error terms, a condition which is important for hypothesis testing
and the construction of confidence intervals. It is important however, to point out that
when certain a priori restrictions are placed on the transformation parameter, some
behavioural properties are also unnecessarily forced upon the function. Since the BoxCox transformation procedure calls for the resulting functional form to be entirely an
outcome of the estimation process, any form of restrictions to be imposed on an a priori
basis should be avoided as much as possible.

and autocorrelation
of the errorstructure
6 Varianceheteroscedasticity
Althoughthe Box-Cox procedureand, in particular,the maximumlikelihoodmethod,
has beenshownto be robustto non-normalityso long as thereis reasonablesymmetryin
thedisturbances(Draper& Cox, 1969),Zarembka(1974)hasindicatedthattheprocedure
is not robust with respect to heteroscedasticity.There is a bias in estimatingthe
transformation parameter towards that transformation of the dependent variable which
leads to the stabilization of the error variance. This problem has prompted some
modification of the Box-Cox procedure to take into account the estimation of Ain models
with heteroscedastic error. Much of the work is based on assuming (or empirically
estimating) the relationship between the variance and the mean. For example, Zarembka
(1974) assumed a relationship of the form
V(yi)= U2[E(yi)]}

E(yi)>0

(8)

where6 was assumedto be known.
Morerecently,Lahiri& Egy(1981)assumedthe varianceof the transformedresponse
to be of the form
V(y(A))
V(t~-= a2Za

9
(9)

forexogenouslygivenzi andboth U2 and( to be unknown.However,boththeaboveforms
have been modifiedby Sarkar(1985) to take into effect the heteroscedasticityof the
transformedresponse. It is based on assuming that the variance of a Box-Cox
transformed variable can be approximated by Bartlett's (1947) variance stabilization
procedure as
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Then by furtherassumingequation(8) but with ( unknown,we obtain
V(y

)) _

[E(yi)]-

2+a

(11)

Maximumlikelihoodestimationis usedto estimatethe transformationparameterAand
the form of heteroscedasticity( simultaneously.Note that for homoscedasticityto be
achieved (5= 2- 2A,a case which has been consideredearlierby Box & Hill (1974),
Pritchardet al.(1977),Hinz& Eagles(1976)andin a slightlydifferentcontextby Pritchard
& Bacon (1977).Furtherconsiderationof variancestabilizationwas undertakenby
Dunn & Tubbs(1980)in the context of severalmultivariatepopulationswith possibly
unequalcovariancematrices.The transformationwas used to enhancehomogeneityof
the covariance,leadingto reductionof the heterogeneityeffectupon the analysisof the
linearmodel.Seaks& Layson(1982)extendedthe Box-Cox transformation
to correctfor
heteroscedasticity
and autocorrelationin econometricmodelsin whichthey used some
analogousvariationof the standardmodelto estimatethe transformationparameter.In
an earlierpaper,Savin& White(1978)stressedthatfailureto correctfor autocorrelation
in a Box-Cox transformation
can causemisleadingresultsin the sensethat an indication
of autocorrelationmight really be a problemof functionalform in disguise.A more
generalizedprocedureof the Box-Cox transformationin modelswith a heteroscedastic
errorhas beenconsideredby Blayblocket al. (1980)and Blayblock& Smallwood(1985)
by estimatingthe analytic form of heteroscedasticitysimultaneouslywith the nonstochasticpartof the modelin empiricallydeterminingthe functionalformof the import
demandequation.Due to the interdependentrelationshipbetweenheteroscedasticity
in
the errortermand the transformationparameteron the dependentvariable,a failureto
incorporatea variance stabilizationmodificationin Box-Cox transformationmay
adverselyaffectthe conclusions.
7 Effectof outliersand influentialcases
The selectionof a transformation
may be properlyviewedas modelselectionand,in this
initial phase of analysis,influentialcases can have particularlyimportantand lasting
effects that are difficult to uncover in the subsequentanalysis. Thus, an outlying
observationin the originalscale may conformin the transformedscale. It is therefore
necessaryto find if the evidence for the particulartransformationis spread evenly
throughout the data or just within a few-cases. Atkinson (1982) introducedsome
diagnosticdisplaysof outlyingand influentialobservationsin multipleregressionand
theirpossiblereductionby a transformation.
Somecriteriafor estimatingthe transformationthroughthe useof constructedvariablesaresuggestedby Atkinson(1983,1985)and
thishas beenextendedto the powertransformation
aftera shiftin location.Carroll(1980,
1982b) proposedrobust estimatorsof the transformationparameterby replacingthe
normallikelihoodwith an objectivefunctionthat is less sensitiveto outlyingresponses.
Cook & Wang(1983)describeda methodto measurethe influenceof caseson the BoxCoxlikelihoodestimateof theresponsetransformation
parameterin linearregressionand
this is indicatedto be superiorto Atkinson'sfor the purposeof detectinginfluentialcases
for a transformation.Atkinson (1986) furtherextended his work by deriving some
expressionsfor estimatingthe effectof deletionof observationson the estimateof the
transformationparameterand some subsequenttests of hypotheses.
8 Predictionin the originalscale
One of the most controversialargumentsin data transformationhas been about which
finalscaleto use in makingsome inferences,i.e. whetherone shouldmakeunconditional
inferencesaboutthe regressionparametersin thecorrectbutunknownscaleas in Bickel&
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Doksum (1981) or a conditional inferencefor an appropriatelydefined regression
parameterin an estimatedscale as advocatedin a rebuttalby Box & Cox (1982)and
Hinkley& Runger(1984).To avoid this problem,Carroll& Ruppert(1981)studiedthe
cost of estimatingthe transformationparameterwhen inferencesare to be made in the
originalscale of the observations.They concludedthat for predictionas well as other
problemsin the original scale, there is a cost due to estimatingthe transformation
parameterwhich is not generallysevere.In the same mannerCarroll(1982c) focused
attentionon estimatingthe medianof responsein the originalscalefor a givenregressant
specificallywhen the transformationparameteris restrictedto a finite set and their
analysisshows that restrictedestimationof the transformationparametercan possibly
lead to inferencesdifferentfrommaximumlikelihoodestimationof the medianresponse.
Ratherthan estimatingthe median,Taylor(1986)has givenan approximatemethodfor
estimatingthe mean of the dependentvariableafter a Box-Cox transformation.The
approximationis shownto be inaccuratewhenthe transformationparameteris close to
zero and when the errorvarianceis large.It is also shown that there is some cost in
estimatingthe transformationparameter,althoughnot a severeone. Sakia(1988, 1990)
has extended the approximationto cover all balanced mixed models. In addition,
expressionsfor the varianceof the estimatedmeanand the bias due to retransformation
areprovided.In a MonteCarloexperimentSmallwood& Blayblock(1986)examinedthe
forecastingperformanceof the power transformationand showed that the sign and
magnitudeof the transformationparameterinfluencethe forecastingperformance.
9 Conclusions
The Box-Cox transformationhas been widely used since it was first proposed.It has
inspireda largeamountof researchon its applicabilityas wellas on thedrawbacksarising
fromits use. However,one thingis clear;that seldomdoes this transformationfulfilthe
basic assumptions of linearity, normality and homoscedasticitysimultaneouslyas
originallysuggestedby Box & Cox (1964).The Box-Cox transformationhas foundmore
practicalutilityin the empiricaldeterminationof functionalrelationshipsin a varietyof
fields,especiallyin econometrics.
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